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The Art of Buying Instagram Followers
Why would someone want to buy Instagram followers? Because they want to create social proof, that�s why! With
Instagram digital marketers have a wide audience of about Buy Instagram Likes active users and it grows every day.
It has become far more than a den of selfies and smiling hamsters, it has become a way to increase revenues for
your business. As of mid-2014 Starbucks and Nike has published over 14 million Instagram photos combined!
Everyone knows those two household brands, but unfortunately not everyone knows what your business is about
which is why you can actually create social proof by purchasing Instagram followers and Likes. So what is social
proof on Instagram? The idea of social proof stems from humans naturally following each other�s behaviors. If
5,000 people are willing to follow you on Instagram, 5,000 more are sure to follow the crowd.

Create an Instagram following
Nothing replaces consistent social media use and content creation, but building a social media presence for a new
start-up can be an uphill battle. Thankfully, there are some shortcuts that can be implemented. Here are the three
main reasons to take some shortcuts and create an Instagram following:
1. Buying Instagram followers receives instant credibility. The general public has no idea your Buy Instagram
Followers were purchased, all they will know is that you are obviously legitimate and interesting because so many
people are willing to follow what you create.
2. Peer pressure increases. The average Instagram user will see that thousands of people follow your photos and
will feel psychological pressure to join the crowd.
3. Your image is heightened. If you are an expert, celebrity, or average user, your image immediately receives more
attention with the addition of more Instagram followers. Your status is raised to �influencer� with the more social
proof you gain through higher numbers of Instagram followers.
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A lot of things run through the mind of a consumer when they are deciding to purchase a product or utilize a service.
A 2013 KissMetrics survey discovered that 70% of consumers research product reviews and social proof before
making a purchase. When it comes to Instagram, followers are your reviewers so boosting your credibility and image
can encourage consumers to purchase what you are selling. So go ahead, establish your brand and increase your
social proof today by purchasing one of SocialShop�s value packages � your future customers and increased
sales will thank you.
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